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THE IDEA

Searching for a model of brilliant teamwork in action? Look no further
than the kitchen of a great restaurant or the wineries of Niagara.
Chefs practice communication, prioritizing, adaptability and improvisation
everyday. Perseverance, hard work, and confidence in their potential are some
of the attributes that have made the wineries of Canada internationally
recognized.
Now your corporate team can harness and hone all of these skills by
participating in The Falls Avenue Culinary Challenge. Designed & delivered by
Summit Team Building- one of Canada’s leading team and leadership
development providers!

THE DETAILS

Competitive teams must create a culinary masterpiece and pair it with the
perfect Niagara wine
Your team will be taken through a brief wine identification seminar,
highlighting how to view, smell, pair and taste a glass of wine in order to
fully appreciate it
Ingredients and cooking equipment are earned through a variety of
challenges, including food & wine trivia, blinded aroma station, and some
out of the ordinary team building exercises
Teams must adapt, improvise and harness all of their creative thinking
Teams are then challenged to creatively present their masterpiece to our
panel of judges
Time and resources are limited and pressure is high

A big thanks to your team for an
excellent session. Your program
definitely meant our team’s day
ended on a high note and there
was no question everyone had a
great time. Thanks again – a
great program, and very well
executed.

Susan Wharton
Environment Canada

THE RESULTS
Build relationships by allowing your team to play with a
purpose
Balance limited time and resources to create and market a
winning culinary masterpiece!
Inject a high-energy event into your offsite meetings
Develop wine appreciation skills and an understanding of the
Canadian wine industry

1-800-685-5278
team@summitteambuilding.com
www.summitteambuilding.com

